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Abstract
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1 Introduction

Consider the choice between a sure amount of $x and a lottery that pays $20 or $0 with

equal chances. For some values of x, the choice is straightforward. For other values of x,

however, it may be much less immediate: in fact, there may exist a range of possible values

of x for which a given individual may be not sure whether they prefer $x or the lottery.

A large theoretical literature has discussed this issue, linking it to incomplete or impre-

cise preferences; a few empirical papers have attempted to estimate this range, but using

questions that have no effect on the payment agents receive. (Both strands of the litera-

ture are discussed below.) In this paper, we propose a novel, simple and fully incentivized

method to capture these ranges. Specifically, we allow subjects to manifest that they are

unsure of which of two options they prefer by choosing to randomize between them for

a range of values. We document how widespread and large such ranges of valuations are

and relate them to choices in standard Multiple Price List (MPL) questions, Certainty Bias,

non-Monotonicity in MPL, and other individual characteristics.

Eliciting Ranges. To illustrate our approach, recall a standard technique to elicit the x

above, a Multiple Price List (MPL): a list of questions with the lottery fixed on the left,

while on the right is an amount of dollars, increasing as we proceed down the rows. In

each line, the agent has to choose either the left (lottery) or the right (money) option; the

highest value against which the lottery is chosen indicates the preference. We make a

simple twist: in our experiment, instead of simply left or right, in each line subjects need

to indicate a number between 0 and 10. If they choose 0, they get the left option; if 10, the

right one; but 5 gives them each option with probability 50%, with a lottery run at the end;

3 means getting the left option with probability 30%, etc. That is, in each line subjects can

choose left, right, or one of many lotteries between them.

Subjects who follows Expected Utility should never report numbers others than 0 or

10, except for one line if they are indifferent.1 But others may prefer to randomize if they

violate Expected Utility and preferences have points of strict convexity. Documenting ran-

domization thus implies documenting violations of Expected Utility and instances of strict

convexity. As we discuss below, this can also be related to preferences incompleteness.

Our method allows us to elicit ranges of values in which subjects choose to randomize.

We use it to capture ranges of i) certainty equivalents of a lottery, ii) lottery equivalents of a

sure amount, and iii) lottery equivalents of another lottery. We also ask the same questions

using standard MPLs, allowing a direct comparison, as well as individual characteristics

including risk attitudes, Certainty Bias, measures of IQ, and overconfidence.

1This is because, under Expected Utility, p � δx⇔ p � λp+(1−λ)δx � δx for all λ ∈ (0,1). In fact, this holds
more generally than Expected Utility, only requiring Betweenness (Dekel, 1986).
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Results. Most subjects report ranges. More than three-quarter of subjects report ranges in

at least two out of three questions; only 16% never do.

Second, ranges are very large. For example, for the lottery that pays $20 or $0 with equal

chances, the average range of certainty equivalents goes from $5.3 to $12. That is, there

is a large breadth of values, covering many possible risk attitudes, where subjects choose

to randomize. Similar results hold for other questions. The same is true if we look at the

number of rows where subjects choose to randomize: when subject randomize, on average

they do so for about half of the rows in each question. Ranges remain common and sizable

also if we take more restrictive definitions—for example, if we define a range as giving at

least 40% of chances to both options.

Third, ranges tend to involve values in the risk seeking domain: for example, in the ques-

tion above for 72% of subjects the top of the range exceeds the risk neutral value. We

discuss how this is incompatible with risk aversion and signals more complex risk atti-

tudes. In general, ranges encompass both risk averse and risk seeking values, although

they are asymmetric and extend much further into risk averse areas.

Fourth, choices in standardMPLs on average fall around the middle of ranges. When taking

more restrictive definition of ranges (at least 40% to both options), answers to standard

MPLs fall instead towards more risk averse values.

Fifth, ranges are related to Certainty-Bias and somemeasures of risk attitude: less certainty-

biased, and more risk averse (according to one measure) subjects have significantly more

frequent and larger ranges.

Sixth, and finally, virtually all subjects who exhibit non-Monotone choices in standard
MPLs also have ranges, and non-monotonicities and ranges are related in multiple ways.

Instead of mistakes, non-monotonicities could be signs of more complex preferences.

Related Literature. This paper is mostly related to two strands of the literature: that on

preferences incompleteness or uncertainty, and papers on preferences for randomization.

The small experimental literature that studies preference incompleteness or impreci-

sion can be organized in three broad groups. First, Danan and Ziegelmeyer (2006), Sautua

(2017), and Costa-Gomes et al. (2019) estimate incompleteness by measuring inertia or

preferences for flexibility and deferral; all document sizable amounts.

Second, a number of papers measures incompleteness, or imprecision or uncertainty,

using techniques that are similar to ours in spirit but do not involve randomization and

are not incentivezed. Cohen et al. (1985, 1987) use MPLs in which in any row subjects

are allowed to say they “do not know.” They find this is often used. But this is not in-

centivized, as payments are computed using as a switch point the middle of the interval

in which the agent expressed a ranking. A separate group of papers measures prefer-

ence imprecision—a notion distinct from, but related to, incomplete preferences: Dubourg
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et al. (1994, 1997); Butler and Loomes (2007, 2011); Cubitt et al. (2015). In these papers,

subjects are either asked to choose between options, but also to report the strength of their

preferences (which is inconsequential); or, they face a MPL in which they can choose not to

make a choice in some rows, but also have to separately report their switching point. Only

the latter matters for payment. Neither procedure of eliciting ranges is thus incentivized.

These papers document sizable preferences imprecision and link it to features like viola-

tions of Independence and preference reversal (Butler and Loomes, 2007, 2011). In more

recent independent work, Enke and Graeber (2019) measure “cognitive uncertainty:” in

a series of questions including risk and ambiguity preferences, subjects first choose from

a MPL; then, in a second screen they indicate two bounds they are “certain” about; these

are inconsequential for payment, making these ranges not incentivized. They find sizable

ranges and relate them to behavior in different areas, including risk and ambiguity.

A third approach to measure incompleteness is instead incentivized and closest to ours:

Cettolin and Riedl (2019) studies incompleteness under ambiguity by offering to either

pick one of two alternatives or a 50/50 lottery between them. They find that the lottery

is chosen with ambiguous prospects but not with risky ones; they do not measure ranges.

Instead, we measure ranges, we focus on risk, and we allow for finer randomization.

On the other hand, our paper is related to the literature that documents strict convexity

of preferences under risk (Becker et al., 1964; Sopher and Narramore, 2000), preference for

randomization or deliberate stochasticity with objective lotteries (Agranov and Ortoleva,

2017; Dwenger et al., 2018), dictator games (Kircher et al., 2013; Miao and Zhong, 2018),

and even choices with dominated options (Rubinstein, 2002). Agranov et al. (2020) doc-

uments preferences for randomization in different domains, from decision-making under

risk to strategic uncertainty, finding high rates of randomization in all domains. They also

show that, while preferences for randomization that involves dominated choices can be

“trained away” in various ways, those without dominance persist despite training. These

results indicate that preference for randomization may represent a fundamental trait of

preferences and not just an error. Finally, in an independent study, Feldman and Rehbeck

(2020) use the convex budgets method, in which subjects choose from budgets covering the

space of three-outcome lotteries. They find that many subjects prefer non-degenerate mix-

tures. Like all these papers, our approach also measures strict convexity using incentive-

based measures. As opposed to these papers, we give nuanced options of mixing and our

goal is to elicit ranges—something that none of these papers does.

This discussion shows that our approach is reminiscent of, and highly related to, those

suggested in different branches of the literature. Like papers studying preference impre-

cision or cognitive uncertainty, we also aim to measure ranges; but we do so using the

desire to randomize (and thus have an incentive-based measure). Like papers that mea-

sures strict convexity or deliberate stochasticity, we use the desire to randomize; but we
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compute ranges and compare them with standard choices.

Finally, we relate ranges to violations of monotonicity in MPLs. We are not the first

to suggest convexity as a possible explanation: Chew et al. (2019) document a link be-

tween violations of monotonocity in MPLs and deliberate randomization as well as other

violations of Expected Utility. Our results are similar in spirit.

2 Theoretical Background

In our experiment subjects can report numbers between 0 and 10 to express their desire to

randomize between options. What do theories predict?

No Range with Expected Utility. Agents whose choices maximize complete, monotone

preferences following Expected Utility never choose numbers other than 0 or 10 in more

than one row. Under Expected Utility, if p is strictly preferred to q, it is strictly preferred

also to any mixture between them—an immediate consequence of the Independence ax-

iom. It is only when p and q are indifferent that the agent is also indifferent with any

randomization; since in MPLs one of the options is fixed and the other becomes strictly

better, we can have indifference in at most one row. Thus, if we observes numbers other

than 0 or 10 in more than one row, we are documenting a violation of complete preferences

under Expected Utility.2 This can be seen as related to non-Expected Utility and convexity

of preferences; to incompleteness; or to other explanations. We discuss each below.

non-Expected Utility and Convexity. Suppose preferences are complete but allow them

to violate Expected Utility. Choosing a number other than 0 or 10 means that the agent has

a (weak) preference for convex combinations: for some α ∈ (0,1), αp+(1−α)q � p,q. Many

models allow for this. Under Rank Dependent Expected Utility, or Cumulative Prospect

Theory (Quiggin, 1982; Kahneman et al., 1991), preferences may be strictly convex if prob-

ability weighting is not always pessimistic. Under Cautious Expected Utility, preferences

are in general convex (Cerreia-Vioglio et al., 2015); under the latter, however, there should

not be instances of strict convexity with degenerate lotteries.3 These are also related to

interpretations of stochastic choice as the outcome of deliberate randomization, also due

to strict convexity (Agranov and Ortoleva, 2017; Cerreia-Vioglio et al., 2019b).

Convexity and Risk Attitudes. For any monetary lottery p, denote E[p] its expected

value; denote degenerate lotteries that pay y by δy . Recall that an agent is risk averse, if

2In fact, it is a violation of property weaker than Independence: Betweenneess (Dekel, 1986).
3That is, we cannot have p,δx,α such that αδx + (1 − α)p � p,δx. This is directly implied by the Negative

Certainty Independence axiom. See Cerreia-Vioglio et al. (2015, p. 697).
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the expected value of a lottery is preferred to the lottery, i.e., δE[p] � p for all p. In general,

risk attitudes and convexity are unrelated: the former is linked to concavity of the utility

over money (the Bernoulli index under Expected Utility), the latter is quasi-concavity in

probabilities. It is easy to construct examples where the agent is risk averse or risk seeking

yet weakly, and sometimes strictly, prefers to randomize.4

However, randomization can be informative about risk attitudes: if x > E[p], randomiz-

ing between p and δx is a violation of risk aversion. This is because choosing to randomize

means q := αp+(1−α)δx � δx,p for some α ∈ (0,1). If x > E[p], then x > E[q], thus δx � δE[q].

It follows that q � δE[q], violating risk aversion. This will be of particular relevance below.

Incomplete Preferences. An alternative approach is to consider evidence of randomiza-

tion as evidence of incompleteness. A large and growing literature has studied incomplete

preferences and their possible completions.5 To see how randomization can be related to

incompleteness, following Ghirardato et al. (2004); Cerreia-Vioglio (2010); Cerreia-Vioglio

et al. (2015), for any preference relation � over lotteries, define its linear core �′ as its

largest subrelation that satisfies independence, i.e., p �′ q iff λp+(1−λ)r � λq+(1−λ)r for

all λ ∈ (0,1) and lottery r. The relation �′ is naturally incomplete if � violates Indepen-

dence; the rankings it includes may be understood as those that the agent is sure about,

as they are preserved when both options are mixed with others. The key observation here

is that if a subject in our experiment prefers to randomize between p and q, then p and

q must be incomparable according to the linear core �′. Thus, evidence of randomization

can be interpreted as evidence of incompleteness of preferences: the agent does not know

what to choose and prefers to randomize. Our procedure therefore allows us to identify

some points of incompleteness.6

Preference Imprecision and Other approaches. The ranges we elicit could be instead

related to preference imprecision—distinct but connected to incomplete preferences. A

formal treatment appear in Butler and Loomes (2011). Other recent theoretical models

consider notions of cognitive noise or cognitive imprecision: see Khaw et al. (2017, 2018);

Enke and Graeber (2019); Gabaix (2019) and references therein. While related to incom-

pleteness, at least in their standard formulation none of these theories predict preference

4For example, under Cautious Expected Utility, if all utilities in the representation are concave (resp. con-
vex) then preferences are risk averse (seeking). Yet, these preferences are convex, and have points of strict
convexity, for example, whenever there are finitely many utilities (Cerreia-Vioglio et al., 2019a).

5See, among many, Bewley (1986); Dubra et al. (2004); Ghirardato et al. (2004); Gilboa et al. (2010); Ok
et al. (2012); Cerreia-Vioglio et al. (2015) and, more recently, Ok and Nishimura (2019) and references therein.

6Naturally, there are other forms of incompleteness that our procedure does not identify. It is also worth
noting that incompleteness cannot be formally separated in our context from non-Expected Utility. For ex-
ample, Cerreia-Vioglio et al. (2015) derived Cautious Expected Utility both starting from complete, non-EU
preferences; and as completions of incomplete preferences.
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for randomization: including it would link these models to Cautious Expected Utility.

3 Design

The experiment included 10 main questions and several control tasks.7 Main questions

involved choices between monetary lotteries with objective probabilities. These questions

were of two types: standard multiple price-lists (MPL, hereafter) and range multiple price-

list (r-MPL, hereafter).

A standard MPL consists of several rows, each including two options, Left and Right.

The Left option is the same in all rows, while the Right one changes, becoming more

attractive as we go down the rows. Subjects are required to select one option in each row.

Range MPL, or r-MPL, are almost identical, but in each row subjects are asked, instead

of Left or Right, to indicate an integer number from 0 to 10. This number corresponds

to the probability of receiving the Left option: specifying an integer x means getting the

Left option with probability 10x% and the Right option with the remaining probability of

(100−10x)%. Thus, indicating 3 means getting the Left option with probability 30%. This

enriches the standard MPL technique by allowing subjects to choose any combination of

two options while maintaining the ability to choose either option for sure.

Table 1 lists the 10 main questions, where the last column includes the range of values

of the Right option. Note that Q1r-2r-3r correspond to Q1-2-3, except that they use r-MPLs

instead of MPLs. This allows us to compare behavior across types of questions. To investi-

gate if responses are sensitive to specific kinds of questions, we purposely vary Left-Right

combinations: fixed lottery vs. sure amount, fixed sure amount vs. lottery, and lottery vs.

lottery. Questions Q4-Q7 measure risk attitudes and Certainty Bias—note that Q4 and

Q5, and Q6 and Q7, have common-ratio-type variations.

In addition, subjects completed two investment tasks (Gneezy and Potters, 1997), IQ

questions (ICAR database, Condon and Revelle, 2014), three measures of overconfidence,

and a non-incentivized questionnaire.8 Appendix A.6 discusses the answer to this ques-

tionnaire finding them broadly consistent with choices.

Subjects’ payment consisted of two parts in addition to the participation fee ($7). First,

one of the 10 main questions or two investment tasks was selected at random; if the chosen

question was a MPL or r-MPL, one of its rows was randomly selected and the choice in that

row implemented; for r-MPLs, if subjects chose a non-degenerate lottery, each option was

given with the specified probability. Second, one control questions (IQ, overconfidence)

was randomly selected for payment.

7The complete instructions and the screenshots are presented in Appendix C.
8To test for order effects, subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two possible orders of questions.

In Appendix B we present the two orders and show that results are not sensitive to them.
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Table 1: Main Questions

Question type Left option Right option Range

Q1 MPL 0.5 $20,0.5 $0 $x x ∈ [0,20]
Q2 MPL $18 0.5 $x,0.5 $0 x ∈ [18,54]
Q3 MPL 0.5 $22,0.5 $0 0.5 $x,0.5 $4 x ∈ [14,22]

Q1r r-MPL 0.5 $20,0.5 $0 $x x ∈ [0,20]
Q2r r-MPL $18 0.5 $x,0.5 $0 x ∈ [18,54]
Q3r r-MPL 0.5 $22,0.5 $0 0.5 $x,0.5 $4 x ∈ [14,22]

Q4 MPL $16 0.8 $x,0.2 $0 x ∈ [16,27]
Q5 MPL 0.25 $16,0.75 $0 0.2 $x,0.8 $0 x ∈ [16,27]
Q6 MPL $14 0.8 $x,0.2 $0 x ∈ [14,25]
Q7 MPL 0.25 $14,0.75 $0 0.2 $x,0.8 $0 x ∈ [14,25]

Notes: We denote by p $x, (1− p) $y the lottery that pays $x with probability p and $y with probability (1− p).

In all questions, the Left option stays the same in all rows, while the Right option changes, with values of x

increasing from the top row to the bottom. The last column indicates the range.

4 Results

Preliminaries. A total of 165 subjects participated in an experiment run at the Univer-

sity of California, Irvine; all subjects were undergraduate students at that institution. We

focus on the 148 subjects who made non-dominated choices in all ten questions.9

In discussing behavior in standard MPLs we distinguish between subjects with mono-
tone and non-monotone choices. The former switch from the Left to the Right option at

most once; the latter switch multiple times. With monotone choices, the key measure is

the dollar amount linked to the switching point: following standard practice, we use the

average dollar amount between the last Left and the first Right choice.

To analyze choices in r-MPLs we use the following measures. We denote by range91 the

range of dollar amounts in which a subject chooses both options with positive probability:

the range from the smallest to the largest value for which they indicate numbers between

9 and 1.10 We say that a subject exhibits a range91 if numbers other than 0 or 10 appear

in more than one row (as choosing it in one row alone could be due to indifference.) As

we discussed, any such behavior is not compatible with monotone Expected Utility pref-

erences.

We construct range64 in a similar way, except that we focus on the range in which both

options are chosen with probability at least 40%—indicating 4, 5, or 6. While range91 cap-

9The remaining 17 subjects are either not paying attention or have non-monotone preferences on money,
making the analysis difficult. Including them does not change significantly any of our results; we omit it for
brevity.

10To be consistent with how we code behavior in standard MPLs, one extreme of range91 is the average
dollar amount between the last row in which the subject chose 10 and the first with values in [1, 9]; similarly,
the other extreme is the average dollar amount between the last row with values in [1, 9] and the next.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics about Ranges

Q1r Q2r Q3r
($20,$0;50%) vs $x $18 vs ($x,$0;50%) ($22,$0;50%) vs ($x,$4;50%)

range91 range64 range91 range64 range91 range64

% of Subjects 75% 59% 76% 62% 66% 54%
with non-zero ranges (n = 111) (n = 87) (n = 112) (n = 92) (n = 98) (n = 80)

For non-Zero Ranges
Av. size in $ (s.e.) 6.7 (0.35) 3.0 (0.26) 17.2 (0.88) 9.9 (0.88) 4.4 (0.22) 2.5 (0.22)
Av. bottom $ (s.e.) 5.3 (0.29) 8.1 (0.28) 28.2 (0.59) 31.0 (0.60) 15.1 (0.15) 16.3 (0.19)
Av. top $ (s.e.) 12.0 (0.23) 11.1 (0.24) 45.4 (0.70) 40.9 (0.76) 19.5 (0.19) 18.8 (0.21)
Av. # rows (s.e.) 9.4 (0.44) 4.9 (0.35) 13.2 (0.56) 8.4 (0.61) 8.9 (0.43) 5.0 (0.44)
Median/ Total # rows 10 / 19 4 / 19 14 / 23 7 / 23 9 / 17 3.5 / 17

Notes: The last five lines report average or median values conditional on exhibiting ranges (standard errors in

parenthesis). The last line also includes the total number of rows in each question.

tures all values for which the subject prefers to mix, range64, obviously a subset, indicates

values for which the subject assigns high weight to both options. In the main body, we

restrict our attention to these two definitions. Appendix A.1 replicates our analysis also

for ranges 8-2 and 5-5, defined similarly, finding coherent results.

4.1 Ranges: Frequency and Size

People very often report ranges and these ranges are big. Table 2 shows the fraction of

subjects who exhibit either kind of range in each question, the dollar width of these ranges,

and the number of rows involved.

Ranges are Frequent. In all questions, between two-thirds and three-quarter of subjects

exhibit range91; more than 50% do so for range64. Furthermore, the vast majority exhibit

ranges in at least one question: only 16% of subjects never exhibit range91 in any of the

three questions, and only 23% never exhibit range64. Instead, most exhibit ranges91 in

multiple occasions: 57% in all three questions, 20% in two, and 7% in one. Similarly,

34% exhibit ranges64 in all three questions, 29% in two, and 14% in one. That is: most

subjects exhibit ranges in most questions; this is true even if we take restrictive definitions

of ranges (like range64).

Ranges are Big. Conditional of exhibiting a range, ranges are very large: if we look at Q1r,

subjects who exhibit range91 (75%) have an average range of size $6.7. On average, ranges

go from $5.3 to $12 (median size is $6.8 and median spans from $5 to $12.3). The top of

the range is more than twice the bottom. This is a remarkable span, especially because
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this question measures the certainty equivalent of a lottery that pays $20 or $0 with equal

chances. Ranges remain very large also for Q2r and Q3r—the former being much bigger,

also reflecting the different scale of payoffs.

Ranges are big also if we look at the number of rows with randomization, instead of the

span in dollars. On average, subjects want to randomize in 9.4 rows in Q1r, 13.2 in Q2r,

and 8.9 in Q3r (medians are 10, 14, and 9).11 These are about half or more of the rows in

each question (there are 19, 23, and 17 rows, respectively). It shows that the large span of

range91 is not an artifact of large gaps; rather, subjects consistently choose to randomize

in many rows. This should alleviate concerns that ranges are chosen by mistake.

Also range64 is consistently large, with a mean of $3.0 (median $2.5) for Q1. The top

of the range is 35% above the bottom. We have large ranges also for the other questions.

These ranges are big also in terms of number of rows: on average, 4.9, 8.4, and 5.0 rows in

Q1r, 2r, and 3r, respectively (medians are 4, 7, 3.5). Thus, there is a sizable span of dollar

values, and a sizable number of rows, for which subjects not only want to randomize, but

do so giving at least 40% of chance to both options. Overall, subjects are creating very

substantial randomizations, with high probabilities for many options.

Risk Attitude. We showed that subjects exhibit ranges and that these ranges are big.

Where are they located? From Table 2 it is clear that they span substantially above and
below the risk neutral value. Consider again Q1: the expected value of the lottery is $10;

the average range goes from $5.3 to $12. The range includes the risk neutral value in its

interior, and extends in both directions. This is not symmetric: ranges extend much deeper

into the risk averse direction (lower numbers). But they do span into the risk seeking area:

not only the average top of the range is $12 and the median is $12.3; of the subjects that

exhibit range91 for Q1, 72% have the top part of the range strictly above $10. Similar

results hold for Q2 and Q3, where ratios are 90% and 76%, respectively.12

This implies that, conditional on having a range, the majority of our subjects prefers to

randomize between a lottery and sure amounts also above the expected value of the lottery.

We have seen (Section 2) that this is incompatible with risk aversion, even though choices

in regular MPLs are typically risk averse (e.g., 55% of choices in Q1-3 are risk averse).

One interpretation is that, while choices in the standard MPLs tend to be risk averse,

r-MPLs allow us to acquire a more nuanced view. If, in line with some of the models above,

we interpret ranges as boundaries of the values the agent is sure about—or of the utility

functions that are being considered—then our results suggest that agents consider values

that fall both in the risk averse and in the risk seeking domain. As if they were not fully

11Moreover, the large majority of these answers are monotone, in the sense that subjects report weakly
decreasing numbers within the range as we proceed down the rows. We have monotone answers for 81% of
subjects with ranges in Q1r (n = 111), 72% in Q2r (n = 112), and 82% in Q3r (n = 98).

12For Q2r the risk seeking part are values below $36; for Q3r are values above $18.
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sure they should be risk averse. When asked to make a precise choice in standard MPLs,

however, they tend to fall in the risk averse area. We discuss these choices next.

4.2 Ranges and standard MPLs

We use both standard MPLs and r-MPLs for the same three questions. This allows us to ask:

Where does the choice in the standard MPL fall with respect to the range expressed in the

corresponding r-MPL? In the middle or biased towards one end?

For subjects without ranges. We begin with a sanity check. For each question, consider

subjects with no range in the r-MPL and with monotonic answers in the MPL. Do answers

coincide? This allows us to evaluate if r-MPLs bias responses in a particular way.

We find that answers are highly related and show no particular bias. In all questions,

for subjects without a range there is a very high correlation between switching points in

MPLs and r-MPLs: correlations are 0.84, 0.85, and 0.72 for Q1, Q2, and Q3. Moreover, the

differences in switching points are distributed around zero, suggesting there is no bias. In

other words, subjects who don’t express ranges make consistent choices in both formats.13

Defining a measure. We now turn to subjects with monotone choices in MPLs but also a

range in r-MPLs. (We discuss subjects with non-monotone choices below.) To shed light on

their behavior, for each subject in this group and relevant question Qi , define λQi91 ∈R by

Standard MPLQi = λQi91 ·Top range91Qi + (1−λQi91) ·Bottom range91Qi ,

where, as names suggest, ‘Standard MPL’ is the switch point in standard MPLs; ‘Top range91’

is boundary of range91 in the direction of less risk aversion; ‘Bottom range91’ is the

other.14 In words, λ91 represent where the choice in a standard MPL fall w.r.t. the range

expressed in the corresponding r-MPL. Values are in [0,1] if and only if the former falls in-

side the range, and higher (lower) values indicate choices towards more (less) risk-seeking

options. We define λ64 analogously.

Distribution of λs. Despite some heterogeneity, λ91 tends to be in [0, 1]: this holds

for 81% of subjects in Q1, 73% in Q2, and 67% in Q3. This means that: most subjects’

choices in standard questions fall within the range identified in r-MPLs. This is not the

case, however, for λ64, where the fraction of subjects with values in [0, 1] are 46%, 51%,

and 35%: choices in standard MPLs tend to fall outside this more restrictive range.

13It is worth noting that their choices are also not concentrated around salient values (e.g., the expected
value). Instead, they are spread throughout. Appendix A.2 presents a more in-depth analysis of these choices.

14For Q1r and Q3r ‘Top range91’ and ‘Bottom range91’ are the highest and lowest numbers in the ranges,
respectively. Instead, for Q2r, ‘Bottom range91’ is the highest number while the ‘Top range91’ the lowest.
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Figure 1 plots the distributions of average λ91 and λ64 across subjects, where we take

the average across questions (eliminating 2 outliers for clarity; Figure A.3 in Appendix

plots them by question). The picture is clear: λ91 tends to be symmetric around 0.5, and

concentrated in [0, 1], while λ64 is far from symmetric and tends to revolve around zero.

Indeed, 53% of subjects have λ91 between 0.25 and 0.75, while 47% of subjects have λ64

below 0.25.

Overall, this suggests that: i) choices in standard MPLs are in the middle of range91;

but they are also ii) closer to the bottom of range64—the more risk-averse choice.

Figure 1: Distribution of Average Values of λ91 and λ64
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Notes: Distribution of λ91 (left) and λ64 (right), focusing on values between -3 and 3(this removes 2 outliers).

The bottom of the range is the ‘more risk-averse’ behavior. For both panels, we first estimate λ for each of the

question for each subject; then, we average across questions (for subjects with more than one estimated λ).

We can connect these results with our analysis of risk attitudes and ranges. We have

seen that ranges typically extend to the risk seeking domain, but they also tend to be

asymmetric, extending further into risk averse areas. If choices in standard MPLs tend to

fall in the middle of range91, or at the bottom (more risk averse) of range64, then they

will be risk averse. As we suggested above, one possible interpretation is that subjects

are unsure of how to evaluate lotteries and contemplate both risk averse and risk seeking

options; but when it comes to selecting one option in standard MPLs, they pick a risk averse

one, either being cautious, or because the range they consider is asymmetric.

4.3 Ranges and Individual Characteristics

How do ranges relate to individual characteristics such as risk attitudes, Certainty Bias,

IQ, and overconfidence?

Measures. The answers to standard MPLs in Q1-2-3 give us three continuous measures

of risk aversion: the certainty equivalent of a lottery (Q1), the lottery equivalent of a

11



Table 3: Ranges, Individual Characteristics, and non-Monotone Behavior

Range 91 Range 64
Ind. Range Range Freq. Range Size Ind. Range Range Freq. Range Size

Risk Q1 0.07 (0.44) 0.16∗ (0.07) 0.09 (0.34) 0.13 (0.15) 0.20∗∗ (0.03) 0.07 (0.41)
Risk Q2 0.13 (0.17) 0.19∗∗ (0.03) 0.24∗∗∗ (0.01) 0.05 (0.55) 0.15 (0.11) 0.14 (0.14)
Risk Q3 0.01 (0.90) 0.05 (0.56) -0.01 (0.93) 0.08 (0.38) 0.12 (0.16) -0.04 (0.67)

C-bias -0.13 (0.18) -0.16∗ (0.10) -0.20∗∗ (0.04) -0.18∗ (0.06) -0.26∗∗ (0.01) -0.26∗∗∗ (0.01)

Non-Mon. Q1-7 0.24∗∗ (0.00) 0.21∗∗ (0.01) 0.36∗∗ (0.00) 0.23∗∗ (0.01) 0.26∗∗ (0.00) 0.50∗∗ (0.00)

Notes: Pearson pairwise correlations with significance level in parenthesis; ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicates significance

at 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. For C-Bias we have n = 108 observations (the number of subjects that

report monotonic choices in Q4-Q7).

sure amount (Q2), and the lottery equivalent of a lottery (Q3). Following Chapman et al.

(2019b), we treat these measures separately. For ease of comparisons, values are normal-

ized such that higher numbers mean more risk aversion.

The difference between the answers to Q4 and Q5, and to Q6 and Q7, give us two mea-

sures of the common ratio effect, or Certainty Bias (Allais, 1953). We take the weighted

average (dividing by the fixed amount on the MPLs) and denote it C-bias.15 Higher num-

bers denote higher certainty bias.16

Results. Table 3 shows the correlation between these measures with variables indicating

the prevalence of ranges: an indicator on whether the subject exhibits the range at all (Ind.

Range), the number of questions with ranges (Range Freq.), and the average dollar size of

ranges (Range Size);17 each is shown for range91 and range64. Results are clear.

First, there are some but limited relations between risk attitudes and ranges. Risk Q2 is

significantly related to range91, with more risk-averse subjects reporting ranges for more

questions and larger ranges. But this does not extend robustly to other measures of risk,

and looses significance for range64.18

Second, Certainty Bias relates negatively to the frequency and size of ranges. Subjects

with more such bias have less frequent and smaller ranges. There is thus a connection

between these two forms of violations of Expected Utility.

15That is, the variable C-Bias is constructed by 1
16 (Q4−Q5) + 1

14 (Q6−Q7), where Q4 is value in Q4, etc.
16For subjects for whom we have this measure (which requires monotone answers), 58%, 6%, and 35% have

a positive, zero, and negative values. If we allow a small band around zero (between -0.1 and 0.1), values
become 44%, 27%, and 29%, respectively.

17This is the weighted average of range sizes, normalized by the expected value of the Left Option. In
Appendix A.4, we show that the results remain the same if we normalize range sizes by the maximum possible
size of the range in each question (last column of Table 1).

18The fact that risk measures from Q1 and Q2 relate differently is not surprising in light of Chapman et al.
(2019a,b), where only the latter is related to a number of demographics and other characteristics.
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IQ and Overconfidence. We also analyze the relation between ranges and IQ and mea-

sures of overconfidence (overestimation, overplacement, and overprecision). We find no

robust evidence of any relation; details are discussed in Appendix A.5.

4.4 Ranges and Non-monotone choices

We conclude with a connection with non-monotone choices. Experiments that use stan-

dard MPLs usually find a sizable fraction of non-monotone answers, i.e., multiple switches

between the left and right option. This is true in our sample as well: 18% of subjects

display non-monotonic choices at least once in Q1, Q2, or Q3. The typical approach is

to disregard these choices, treating them as solely noise. But what if they are instead

informative? For example, subjects may be randomizing in each line and thus exhibit

non-monotone behavior—as already suggested by Chew et al. (2019).

Our first observation is that non-monotone behavior is very strongly related with ranges.

This appears in the last row of Table 3, showing that violations of monotonicity very

strongly correlate with i) exhibiting ranges, ii) doing so more often, and iii) having larger

ranges. Note how highly significant all these results are.

A second approach is to classify subjects into types based on 1) choice monotonicity in

MPLs, and 2) existence of ranges91 in r-MPLs. This leaves us with four types:

1. Monotone and no ranges. These are the types predicted by standard theory. In our

sample, only 15% (22 subjects) are monotone in all MPLs and never report ranges.

2. Monotone and ranges. About a half of our subjects (51% or 75 subjects) belong to this

category.

3. Non-monotone and ranges. A third of subjects (33% or 49 subjects) display non-monotone

behavior in MPLs and exhibit ranges r-MPLs.

4. Non-monotone and no ranges. This category is essentially non-existent in our sample.

We observe only 2 subjects (1%) of this type.

This classification shows two key aspects of our data. First, ‘standard’ subjects—

monotone and no ranges—are a real minority in our sample. The majority has ranges,

and tends to have monotone choices. Importantly, of the subjects that ever violate mono-

tonicity, essentially all of them also exhibit ranges, showing a connection between these

tendencies.

5 Discussion

This paper introduced a simple method—a modified Multiple-Price-List—that aims to

capture ranges of preferences by measuring the desire to randomize between two options.
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In an experiment, we find that agents express this desire 1) very frequently and 2) for very

wide ranges of values, that 3) spill into the risk-seeking realm; moreover, 4) choices in

standard questions tend to fall either in the middle or in the bottom of such ranges and,

5) ranges are related to Certainty Bias and non-Monotonic choices in standard questions.

There are two ways to read our results: as related to violations of Expected Utility,

or as related to incompleteness/imprecision. From the point of view of the former, we

document very widespread, consistent violations of Expected Utility in the form of strict

convexity in probability. Documenting violations of Expected Utility is of course not new;

and an existing literature, discussed above, already documented the desire to randomize.

The methodological contribution of our paper is introduce a novel, easy way to capture

this for ranges of values. The main, empirical contribution is to show that not only subjects

want to randomize, but they want to do so for very large ranges: recall that in our Q1, the

average bottom of ranges is less than half the top.

From the point of view of incompleteness, our work is naturally related to the pa-

pers that document and measured preferences incompleteness, imprecision, or cognitive

uncertainty—notions that are all deeply related to each other. As opposed to most of these

papers, we measure incompleteness using preferences for randomization, an incentivized

measure. Thus the novelty of our approach is to show that i) widespread ranges may be

captured using incentives ii) linking all this to non-Expected Utility and randomization.19

Overall, this paper contributes to the growing body of work that tries to measure diffi-

culty in making comparisons—incompleteness, imprecision, cognitive uncertainty—with

the broad goal of identifying factors underlying a number of behavioral phenomena. A

large theoretical literature has linked incomplete preferences with status quo bias, en-

dowment effect, certainty bias, ambiguity aversion, stochastic choice, time preferences,

the attraction effect, and other aspects;20 a theoretical and empirical literature has linked

preference imprecision or cognitive uncertainty to these and other phenomena;21 a sep-

arate empirical literature has linked stochastic choice to desire to randomize.22 Here we

suggest the desire to randomize as a way to capture ranges, and show that this is very

prevalent, for large spans of value.

19While Enke and Graeber (2019) suggest a connection between cognitive uncertainty and probability
weighting, this is very different for preferences for randomization.

20See Bewley (1986); Ghirardato et al. (2004); Masatlioglu and Ok (2005); Ok and Masatlioglu (2007);
Gilboa et al. (2010); Ortoleva (2010); Masatlioglu and Ok (2014); Cerreia-Vioglio et al. (2015); Ok et al. (2015);
Cerreia-Vioglio et al. (2019a); Ok and Nishimura (2019) and many references therein.

21See Butler and Loomes (2007, 2011); Khaw et al. (2018); Enke and Graeber (2019); Gabaix (2019).
22See Agranov and Ortoleva (2017) and references therein.
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Appendix

A Additional Analysis

A.1 Other Types of Ranges

In the main body of the paper we focused on ranges ‘9-1’ and ‘6-4.’ We now report key

measures for range ‘8-2’ and ‘5-5,’ defined analogously.

Table A.1: Summary Statistics about Other Types of Ranges

Q1r Q2r Q3r
($20,$0;50%) vs $x $18 vs ($x,$0;50%) ($22,$0;50%) vs ($x,$4;50%)

range82 range55 range82 range55 range82 range55

% of Subjects 70% 43% 73% 49% 61% 33%
with non-zero ranges (n = 103) (n = 64) (n = 108) (n = 72) (n = 91) (n = 49)

For non-Zero Ranges
Av. size in $ (s.e.) 5.2 (0.30) 2.9 (0.35) 14.2 (0.84) 9.7 (1.08) 3.6 (0.22) 1.6 (0.24)
Av. bottom $ (s.e.) 6.5 (0.29) 8.2 (0.37) 28.2 (0.58) 30.9 (0.69) 15.4 (0.15) 16.3 (0.26)
Av. top $ (s.e.) 11.7 (0.23) 11.1 (0.28) 45.5 (0.69) 40.6 (0.90) 19.3 (0.19) 18.9 (0.27)
Av. # rows (s.e.) 7.9 (0.40) 4.5 (0.46) 11.7 (0.56) 8.0 (0.76) 7.7 (0.41) 5.3 (0.65)
Median/ Total # rows 7 / 19 3/ 19 13 / 23 5 / 23 8/ 17 4/ 17

Notes: The last five lines report average or median values conditional on exhibiting ranges (standard errors in

parenthesis). The last line also includes the total number of rows in each question.

We find that 18% of subjects never report range82 and 29% never report range55. The

remaining subjects report these ranges at least once. Specifically, 49% (14%) of subjects

report range82 (range55) in all three questions, 23% (26%) do so for two out of three

questions, and 10% (31%) do so in one question.

A.2 Subjects with No Ranges and Monotone Behavior

We expand our analysis on the comparison between choices in standard MPLs and range

MPLs for subjects who did not exhibit ranges and are monotone in the standard MPL.

Figure A.1 shows the kernel distributions of the differences between switching points in

the two formats, for each question. The distributions appear quite symmetric around zero;

the value zero is in the 95% confidence interval of the estimated mean (for each question

separately). For Q1 and Q2 we cannot reject the null that this difference is equal to zero at

the standard 5% level (p = 0.38 and p = 0.17, respectively, according to two-sided T-test).

For Q3-Q3r we marginally reject this null (p = 0.05); however, if we remove one outlier

observation, we obtain p > 0.05 for Q3 as well.
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Figure A.1: Difference between choices in Qx and Qxr for subjects who are monotone in
Qx and do not exhibit a range in Qxr
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Figure A.2: Switching point in regular MPLs for Monotone Subjects who do not exhibit
ranges in that question

Figure A.2 shows the distribution of answers in regular MPLs for questions where sub-

jects who do not exhibit ranges. The key observation is that these answers are not concen-

trated around salient values (e.g., the expected value) but rather are spread throughout.
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A.3 Individual Estimates of Lambda

Figure A.3 depicts the distributions of λ91 and λ64 in each question.

Figure A.3: Distribution of λ91 and λ64 for Q1r, Q2r, and Q3r
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A.4 Alternative Measure of Range Size and Individual Characteristics

Table A.2 repeats the relevant part of Table 3 for an alternative definition of range size,

where the normalization is made using the maximum possible range size.

Table A.2: Size of Ranges, Individual Characteristics, and non-Monotone Behavior

Size of Range 91 Size of Range 64
Risk Q1 0.12 (0.20) 0.09 (0.34)
Risk Q2 0.26∗∗∗ (0.004) 0.16∗ (0.09)
Risk Q3 -0.01 (0.89) -0.04 (0.63)

C-bias -0.19∗∗ (0.04) -0.21∗∗ (0.03)

Non-Mon. Q1-7 0.33∗∗∗ (0.00) 0.51∗∗∗ (0.00)

Notes: Pearson pairwise correlations with significance level in parenthesis; ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicates significance

at 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. For C-Bias we have n = 108 observations (the number of subjects that

report monotonic choices in Q4-Q7).

A.5 Relation between Ranges, IQ and Overconfidence

We now explore more in detail the relation between the tendency to exhibit ranges and

measures of IQ and overconfidence. Table A.3 presents pairwise correlations.

We have two different measures of IQ: six matrices from the ICAR database and the

three CRT questions. The total IQ is the average score across the two, measured by
#correct ICAR

6 + #correct CRT
3 .

The overconfidence measures reported in the last four rows are computed following

standard practice. Overestimation is the difference between how many ICAR questions a

subject thinks she solved correctly minus how many she actually solved correctly. Over-

placement is the reported rank minus actual rank in a sample of the 100 randomly selected

adults in the US (obtained from Chapman et al. 2019b). Overprecision 1 and Overpreci-

sion 2 are calculated based on the answers subjects give to the trivia question ("when was

the land phone invented?") and the confidence that they have in their answer being correct.

We follow the approach in Ortoleva and Snowberg (2015): first, we construct a measure

of accuracy by taking the absolute value between the reported year and the actual year;

then, we run a regression in which we try to predict confidence with a 4th degree poly-

nomial of accuracy. The residual is our measure of overprecision. Overconfidence 1 uses

the confidence measure constructed from the qualitative question “how confident you are

in your answer?" (admitting four possible answers), while overconfidence 2 uses the confi-

dence measure constructed from the question “what is the probability that you answered

correctly?".

Table A.3 shows that there is no systematic relationship between the IQ and the over-
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Table A.3: Relation between Ranges, IQ and Overconfidence

Range 91 Range 64
Ind. Range Range Freq. Range Size Ind. Range Range Freq. Range Size

# correct ICAR 0.05 (0.54) 0.14∗ (0.10) 0.04 (0.61) 0.06 (0.46) 0.07 (0.37) -0.05 (0.55)
# correct CRT questions -0.07 (0.39) -0.11 (0.18) -0.24∗∗∗ (0.00) -0.09 (0.28) -0.17∗∗ (0.04) -0.26∗∗∗ (0.001)
total IQ -0.001 (0.99) 0.04 (0.64) -0.10 (0.24) -0.004 (0.96 -0.04 (0.66) -0.17∗∗ (0.04)

Overestimation -0.02 (0.77) -0.13 (0.11) -0.12 (0.16) 0.02 (0.77) -0.06 (0.50) -0.03 (0.75)
Overplacement 0.003 (0.97) 0.11 (0.17) 0.15∗ (0.06) -0.01 (0.91) 0.08 (0.36) 0.05 (0.58)
Overprecision 1 0.14 (0.21) 0.23∗∗ (0.04) 0.08 (0.47) 0.16 (0.14) 0.16 (0.14) -0.03 (0.75)
Overprecision 2 0.15∗ (0.07) 0.12 (0.15) 0.12 (0.15) 0.15∗ (0.06) 0.12 (0.15) 0.07 (0.38)

Notes: Pearson pairwise correlations are reported alongside with p-values: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance

at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. The average size of the range is computed as the weighted average of the

size of the range in dollars weighted by the expected value of the left option in the question.

confidence and the tendency to exhibit ranges.

A.6 Relation between Ranges and Questionnaire Answers

At the end of the experiment, we asked subjects the following question. “In one of the
Parts of the experiment you were asked to specify a number between 0 and 10 that determined
the probability of receiving the left or the right option. Did you ever choose a number that was
different from 0 or 10? If so, can you tell us why? Please elaborate if you can." In our main

sample of subjects, 62% indicated that they used numbers others than 0 and 10 and gave

more or less elaborate reasons for doing so; 25% said that they did not use numbers others

than 0 or 10; and 13% did not respond to this question.

Despite the fact that the questionnaire is not incentivized, we find that answers writ-

ten by subjects are meaningful, consistent with their choices in the experiment, and in-

formative about the mechanism underlying their decision. In particular, all subjects that

reported that they randomized between the Left and the Right options in some of the

questions indeed did so. Table A.4 shows that there is an extremely strong and significant

correlation between the answers subjects provide in the questionnaire and their actual be-

havior in the experiment. In particular, subjects who report the use of ranges are very

likely to use them, are more likely to report ranges for a higher number of questions, and

have higher average range sizes. This holds true irrespectively of which range measure we

use (range91 or range64).

What are the reasons that subjects provide for using ranges? Many subjects indicate

that they were not sure whether the Left or the Right option is better for them and pre-

ferred to choose both. Here are a few examples:

• “yes because I wanted to have a chance at both options"

• “Yes, because I was not sure what to pick."
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Table A.4: Relation between Ranges and Answers in the Questionnaire

Range 91 Range 64
Ind. Range Range Freq. Range Size Ind. Range Range Freq. Range Size

Answer ‘yes’ 0.72∗∗∗ (0.00) 0.72∗∗∗ (0.00) 0.50∗∗∗ (0.00) 0.60∗∗∗ (0.00) 0.56∗∗∗ (0.00) 0.33∗∗∗ (0.00)
in the questionnaire

Notes: Pearson pairwise correlations are reported alongside with p-values: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance

at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. The average size of the range is computed as the weighted average of the

size of the range in dollars weighted by the expected value of the left option in the question.

• “yes, I was unsure of my decision so I decided to let the computer choose"

• “yes because I was unsure of which would be the best decision and so I decided to

just leave it up to probability."

• “Yes, I was not sure I wanted to take the risk."

• “Yes, I wasn’t sure which answer would be best, so i decided to let the computer

decide for me."

At the same time subjects that tend not to use ranges explicitly explain that they prefer

to make the choice themselves. Here are a few examples from the ‘no’ category:

• “No, because either the left option was better than the right or vice versa."

• “I always selected 0 or 10 because it is much better to be certain than to leave it up

to possibilities."

• “I didn’t choose a number different from 0 or 10 because I figured I can make the

decision myself "

• “no because it was obvious that was the better choice "

Overall, we find that subjects’ provide a variety of reasons for reporting ranges, many

of which are reminiscent of the mechanisms described by Non-Expected Utility frame-

works. Importantly, subjects’ answers are consistent with their choices in the incentivized

part of the experiment, which suggests that subjects are aware of their preferences and

make these choices consciously.

B Structure of the Experiment and Order Effects

To investigate the possibility of order effects, we used two different orders across subjects

with randomization at a session level; moreover, some parts had questions ordered ran-

domly (at an individual level). Table B.5 illustrates the structure.
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Table B.5: Two Orders of Questions

Order A Order b
questions order questions order

Part I Q1, Q2, Q3 random Q6, Q7, Q4, Q5 fixed
Part II Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7 fixed Q1r, Q2r, Q3r random
Part III Risk1 and Risk2 random Risk1 and Risk2 random
Part IV Q1r, Q2r, Q3r random Q1, Q2, Q3 random
Part V IQ + overconfidence fixed IQ + overconfidence fixed
Part VI Questionnaire Questionnaire

Notes: Random order indicates that the order of questions in this part of the experiment was randomized

across subjects. Otherwise, fixed order was implemented for all subjects.

We find no significant differences in subjects’ behavior depending on the order of ques-

tions they encountered. Table B.6 replicates our key summary statistics of ranges (similar

to Table 2 in the main body of the paper), for Order A and Order B separately.

Results are broadly consistent. For example, among subjects facing Order A we have

11% of subjects who never report range91 and 18% who never report range64. The re-

maining subjects report ranges at least once. Specifically, 64% (45%) of subjects report

range91 (range64) in all three questions, 18% (26%) do so for two out of three questions,

and 7% (11%) do so in one question. The distribution of types is similar for subjects fac-

ing Order B. Specifically, we have 21% of subjects who never report range91 and 28%

who never report range64. Among the remaining subjects, 49% (24%) of subjects report

range91 (range64) in all three questions, 21% (32%) do so for two out of three questions,

and 8% (16%) do so in one question.
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Table B.6: Summary Statistics about Ranges of Subjects in Two Orders

Q1r Q2r Q3r
($20,$0;50%) vs $x $18 vs ($x,$0;50%) ($22,$0;50%) vs ($x,$4;50%)

range91 range64 range91 range64 range91 range64

ORDER A (73 subjects)
% of Subjects 82% 70% 84% 71% 70% 58%
with non-zero ranges (n = 60) (n = 51) (n = 61) (n = 52) (n = 51) (n = 42)

For non-Zero Ranges
Av. size in $ (s.e.) 6.85 (0.47) 2.90 (0.29) 17.03 (1.19) 9.26 (1.18) 4.84 (0.28) 2.73 (0.33)
Av. bottom $ (s.e.) 5.08 (0.40) 8.08 (0.34) 28.23 (0.74) 31.47 (0.73) 15.18 (0.20) 16.60 (0.27)
Av. top $ (s.e.) 11.92 (0.33) 10.98 (0.33) 45.26 (0.97) 40.73 (0.94) 20.02 (0.22) 19.33 (0.27)
Av. # rows (s.e.) 9.5 (0.61) 4.8 (0.42) 13.2 (0.74) 8.4 (0.78) 9.7 (0.57) 5.5 (0.66)
Median/Total # rows 9/19 5/19 14/23 7/23 11/17 4/17

ORDER B (75 subjects)
% of Subjects 68% 48% 68% 49% 53% 51%
with non-zero ranges (n = 51) (n = 36) (n = 51) (n = 40) (n = 47) (n = 38)

For non-Zero Ranges
Av. size in $ (s.e.) 6.50 (0.51) 3.11 (0.47) 17.32 (1.32) 10.63 (1.34) 3.89 (0.31) 2.17 (0.28)
Av. bottom $ (s.e.) 5.58 (0.44) 8.10 (0.47) 28.23 (0.95) 30.46 (1.00) 15.01 (0.21) 15.99 (0.25)
Av. top $ (s.e.) 12.09 (0.32) 11.22 (0.34) 45.54 (1.03) 41.09 (1.27) 18.90 (0.30) 18.16 (0.30)
Av. # rows (s.e.) 9.3 (0.65) 4.9 (0.61) 13.2 (0.86) 8.5 (0.99) 7.8 (0.62) 4.4 (0.55)
Median/Total # rows 11/19 4/19 15/23 6.5/23 8/17 3/17

Notes: The last five lines for each order report average or median values conditional on exhibiting ranges

(standard errors in parenthesis). The last line for each order also includes the total number of rows in each

question.
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C Instructions

General Instructions. Welcome! This is an experiment designed to study decision-making.

The instructions are simple, and if you follow them you may earn a considerable amount

of money.

Please turn off your cell phones and do not use them during the experiment. Please

do not talk with others. Also, please do not open any other applications or internet win-

dows on the computer.

Structure of the Experiment. The main section of the experiment consists of 4 parts
with a total of 12 questions. Once you are finished, we will ask you a few additional short

questions. The experiment is thus very short. Please think carefully about each choice.

At the end of each Part, the computer will tell you to wait to proceed until prompted:

please do so.

Let us highlight from the start that in the main part of the experiment there are no
right or wrong answers. We are only interested in studying your preferences.

Lotteries. In many questions, we will ask you to choose between lotteries. Here is an

example of a lottery:

50% chance of $10

50% chance of $5

This lottery pays either $10, with probability 50%, or $5, with probability 50%. To

determine which, the computer will randomly draw an (integer) number between 1 and

100, where each number is equally likely to be drawn. If the drawn number is less or equal

to 50, the lottery will pay $10. If the drawn number is above 50, the lottery will pay $5.

Thus, it pays either $5 or $10 with equal probability.

Depending on the questions, the probabilities involved could be different: for example,

they could be 25%, 75%, etc. In some cases, the lottery will involve no chance at all:

for example, the option may just pay $12. In all cases, the outcome of lotteries will be

determined by the computer using the probabilities specified.

Your Payment. Your payment consists of three components:

• First, the computer randomly chooses one of the 12 questions from the main part of

the experiment. Each question is equally likely to be selected. Some questions will

have several rows, in each of which you will be prompted to make a choice. If the

selected question has more than one row in it, then computer also randomly chooses

one of the rows in the selected question. Each row is equally likely to be selected.
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Your choice in the selected row of the selected question will be the first component

of your final payment in this experiment.

• Second, you will receive additional payment for short questions that you will answer

at the end of the experiment (after completing the main part of the experiment). You

will see the exact instructions on how the short tasks will be paid on your screen.

• Third, you will receive $12 for showing up and completing the experiment

PART I. There are 3 questions in this part. Each question consists of several rows. In

each row, there are two options: the Left Option and the Right Option. Here is an example

of a question with 5 rows:

For each row, you must select one of the two available options: the Left or the Right

one.

Note: the option on the Left is always the same. The option on the Right instead

changes: it pays more money as we go down the rows. This will be the case in all ques-

tions.

Also, note that in some of the rows, one of the two options pays as much, or more, than

the other. This is the case in the first and in the last rows above:

• In the first row, the Left option pays either $8 or $5, while the Right option pays $5

for sure. Therefore, the Left Option pays at least as much as the Right Option.

• In the last row, the Left option pays either $8 or $5, while the Right option pays $8

for sure. Therefore, the Right Option pays at least as much as the Left Option.

In cases like these, the option that yields higher payoff will be preselected for you

(indicated by the filled orange circle). You can change this if you wish.
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Recall that each question is equally likely to be selected for payment, and that each

row within a question is equally likely to be selected for payment.

Also recall that there are no right or wrong answers: we are only interested in studying

your preferences. Finally, there are only 3 questions in this part, so please think carefully

about your answers.

Please raise your hand if you have questions.

Part II. [EXPERIMENTER SAYS IT OUT LOUD]. There are 4 questions in this part and

each question consists of several rows. The instructions for the Part II are the same as the

instructions for Part I of the experiment. You may proceed and answer the questions in

Part II.

Part III. [EXPERIMENTER SAYS IT OUT LOUD]. There are 2 questions in this part. As

you will see, these questions differ from the ones you have answered before. The instruc-

tions will appear on your computer screens. Please read those instructions carefully and

answer the questions. You may proceed.

Risk 1. You are endowed with 100 points. Each point is worth 10 cents, so you are en-

dowed with $10. You can choose to invest any amount between 0 and 100 points in a risky

project. The remaining amount (points not invested in the risky project) is yours to keep.

The risky project has a 50% chance of success:

• If the project is successful, you will receive 2.5 times the amount you chose to invest.

• If the project is unsuccessful, you will lose the amount invested.

Please choose the amount you want to invest in the risky project. Note that you can

pick any amount between 0 and 100 points, including 0 or 100.

Risk 2. You are endowed with 100 points. Each point is worth 10 cents, so you are en-

dowed with $10. You can choose to invest any amount between 0 and 100 points in a risky

project. The remaining amount (points not invested in the risky project) is yours to keep.

The risky project has a 40% chance of success:

• If the project is successful, you will receive 3 times the amount you chose to invest.

• If the project is unsuccessful, you will lose the amount invested.

Please choose the amount you want to invest in the risky project. Note that you can

pick any amount between 0 and 100 points, including 0 or 100.
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Part IV. There are 3 questions in this part. Each question consists of several rows. In

each row, there are two options: the Left Option and the Right Option. Here is an example

of a question with 5 rows:

Just like before, the Left option is always the same in every row, while the Right
option changes, getting better and better as you go down the rows.

In each row, your task is to indicate in the box an (integer) number between 0 and
10. This number determines the probability with which you get the Left and the Right

options:

• If you select 10, you get the Left option for sure (probability 100% on Left option)

• If you select 9, you get the Left option with probability 90%, the Right option with

probability 10%

• If you select 8, you get the Left option with prob. 80%, the Right option with proba-

bility 20%

• If you select 7, you get the Left option with probability 70%, the Right option with

probability 30%

• ...

• If you select 2, you get the Left option with probability 20%, the Right option with

probability 80%

• If you select 1, you get the Left option with probability 10%, the Right option with

probability 90%

• If you select 0, you get the Right option for sure (probability 0% on Left option)
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In general, the higher the number, the higher the probability you receive the option
on the Left. Which option you receive will be determined by the computer following the

number you specified.

Like in Part I, in some of rows one of the two options pays at least as much as the other.

This is the case in the first and the last row of our example above. In these cases, the

numbers 10 or 0 will be pre-entered for you. You can change these numbers if you like.

Recall that there are no right or wrong answers, we are only interested in studying

your preferences; and that there are only 3 questions in this part, so please think carefully

about your answers. Please raise your hand if you have questions.

Part V. [EXPERIMENTER SAYS IT OUT LOUD]. This part of the experiment consists of a

series of short questions. The instructions for each question are on your computer screens.

Please read those instructions carefully and answer the questions. You may proceed.

IQ 1 - IQ 6. Subjects were asked to answer 6 IQ questions from the ICAR database (Condon

and Revelle, 2014), three Matrix reasoning ones (reminiscent of Raven tests) and three

Three-dimensional rotation; these are the same tasks used in (Chapman et al., 2019a). In

each of these questions, subjects are presented with the visual geometric design with a

missing piece. The task is to find the missing piece.

Overconfidence 1. Think about the last 6 puzzles you solved. How many of them do you

think you answered correctly?

Overconfidence 2. Think again about the last 6 puzzles. Now think about 100 typical

people in the United States. Where do you think you rank in terms of how many correct

answers you got? For example,

• if you think you got the most correct, you should answer 1;

• if you think you got the least correct, you should answer 100.

Overconfidence 3. Think about the wired telephone (landline). What year was the tele-

phone invented? We are interested in your best guess, so please do not look this up if you

do not know. Please type the year in which the wired telephone was invented.

How confident are you of your answer to the previous question, in which we asked you to

specify the year in which the wired telephone was invented?

• No confidence at all

• Not very confident

• Somewhat unconfident
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• Very confident

• Certain

What do you think the probability is (from 0%, or no chance, to 100%, or certainty) that

your answer to the question in what year the wired telephone was invented is within 25

years of the correct answer?

Please type the number between 0 and 100 indicating the percentage chance that your

answer is within 25 years of the correct answer.

CRT 1. A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the ball. How

much does the ball casts in cents? If you answer correctly, you receive 10 cents. Please

enter your answer in cents.

CRT 2. If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how long would it take 100

machines to make 100 widgets? If you answer correctly, you receive 10 cents. Please enter

your answer in minutes

CRT 3. In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day, the patch doubles in size. If it

takes 48 days for the patch to cover the entire lake, how long would it take for the patch

to cover half of the lake? If you answer correctly, you receive 10 cents. Please enter your

answer in days
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